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Gully landforms are commonly taken as evidence for surface liquid water in the recent geological history
of Mars. Repeat observations with the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) instrument
on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter demonstrate widespread activity in gullies in the southern hemi-
sphere, particularly in those with the freshest morphologies. This activity includes substantial channel
incision and large-scale mass movements, and constitutes ongoing gully formation rather than degrada-
tion of older landforms. New apron deposits that are bright, dark and neutrally toned have all been
observed. The timing of gully activity is seasonally controlled and occurs during the period when seasonal
frost is present and defrosting. These observations support a model in which currently active gully for-
mation is driven mainly by seasonal CO2 frost. Gullies in the northern hemisphere are far less active than
those in the south. This may be due to the current timing of perihelion near the northern winter solstice.
Integrated over time, activity like that observed within the past few years appears capable of forming all
of the martian gully landforms on timescales of millions of years. Additionally, the current style and rate
of activity is able to erase meter- to decameter-scale surface features that might have been uniquely pro-
duced by other processes during the last obliquity high �0.4 Ma. Although it is impossible to rule out a
past role for water in the formation of martian gullies, a model in which gullies form only through cur-
rently active processes with little or no liquid water is consistent with our observations.

Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction

1.1. Background

Martian gully landforms were first reported by Malin and
Edgett (2000). These kilometer-scale landforms consist of an alcove
feeding into a channel and depositional apron (Fig. 1), and strongly
resemble terrestrial fluvial or debris-flow features. They are among
the youngest and best-preserved landforms on the martian surface.
They were initially regarded as evidence for liquid water in the
present day and/or the recent past (Malin and Edgett, 2000), and
most subsequent workers have followed this interpretation.

A substantial body of work documents the basic properties and
distribution of gully landforms. Classic martian gullies are concen-
trated in the mid-latitudes, mainly between 30� and 50� north and
south, and are particularly abundant in the southern hemisphere
(e.g., Malin and Edgett, 2000; Heldmann and Mellon, 2004;
Balme et al., 2006; Bridges and Lackner, 2006; Dickson et al.,
2007; Heldmann et al., 2007; Kneissl et al., 2010). The orientation
distribution is complex. In the southern hemisphere, gullies equa-
torward of c. 45�S have a strong tendency to face the pole (e.g.,
Heldmann and Mellon, 2004; Balme et al., 2006; Dickson et al.,
2007). At higher latitudes Heldmann and Mellon (2004) report a
transition to equator-facing and then back to pole-facing, while
Balme et al. (2006) found little preference. In the northern hemi-
sphere, Bridges and Lackner (2006) reported an overall tendency
to face the equator. Heldmann et al. (2007) found little orientation
preference between 30 and 44�N, transitioning to equator-facing
from 44 to 58�N and then back to a distribution with little prefer-
ence at high latitude. Kneissl et al. (2010) observed a transition
from pole-facing to equator-facing above 40�N. In the northern
hemisphere, Heldmann et al. (2007) found that gullies tend to
appear more degraded than those in the south, and Bridges and
Lackner (2006) noted that near-polar gullies were less developed
but better preserved than those at lower northern latitudes.
Harrison et al. (2014) provide a global map of pole-facing and
non-pole-facing mid- to high-latitude gullies from Mars
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Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) Context Camera (CTX) images, with
better areal coverage and fewer biases than previous studies. In the
southern hemisphere, they found a transition from pole-facing gul-
lies below 45�S to equator-facing at higher latitude. In the northern
hemisphere, Harrison et al. (2014) report a transition from pole-
facing to equator-facing at 40�N, with some longitudinal variations,
and no preference poleward of 50�N. They also found that pole-fac-
ing gullies in both hemispheres were better-developed, and that
northern gullies were less developed and more degraded than
those in the south. Auld and Dixon (2014) mapped gullies seen
in High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) images,
including some in equatorial latitudes omitted by many previous
studies other than Treiman (2003). The differences between the
studies are attributable to different latitudinal binning and data
sets: various studies use different latitude divisions when aggre-
gating orientation data, and incorporate different subsets of data
from the Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC), the High Resolution Stereo
Camera (HRSC) and CTX. Additionally, Auld and Dixon (2014)
included some features without channels in their survey of
‘‘gullies’’.

Gullies on sand dunes with a channel-dominated morphology
were described by Mangold et al. (2003) and Reiss and Jaumann
(2003). This morphology is sometimes described as ‘‘linear’’
(Vedie et al., 2008). These dune gullies have often been regarded
as a separate category and left out of surveys of gully properties,
due to the unusual substrate and the non-standard morphology
(e.g., Heldmann and Mellon, 2004; Balme et al., 2006; Heldmann
et al., 2007). However, they are also generally regarded as evidence
Fig. 1. Example of a classic martian gully (Malin and Edgett, 2000) with alcove,
channel and apron. The alcove is largely cut into mantling material, revealing rocky
ground below. (HiRISE image ESP_014312_1320, located at 47.4�S, 305.3�E.
Illumination from the upper left. For all HiRISE images in this paper, north is up.
Images in all figures have been stretched to best show detail; in some cases where
features of interest are in shadow, sunlit areas appear saturated. Original images are
available from www.hirise.lpl.arizona.edu or via the Planetary Data System.)
for recent water-rich debris flows (e.g., Mangold and Costrad,
2003; Reiss and Jaumann, 2003; Vedie et al., 2008). Gullies with
a ‘‘classic’’ alcove–channel–apron morphology are also seen on
dunes (Reiss et al., 2007; Diniega et al., 2010; Dundas et al., 2012).

Although gully formation was immediately attributed to liquid
water, the source of the liquid has been much debated. Initial
explanations focused on groundwater (Malin and Edgett, 2000;
Mellon and Phillips, 2001; Gaidos, 2001; Hartmann, 2001). How-
ever, observations of gullies on isolated hills and sand dunes posed
challenges for these models. Alternatives emerged favoring melt-
ing atmospherically sourced ice, including vapor-deposited ground
ice (Costard et al., 2002), cold-trapped surface frost (Hecht, 2002),
or snow (Christensen, 2003). Proposed water-free formation pro-
cesses include dry mass wasting (Treiman, 2003; Shinbrot et al.,
2004), liquid CO2 aquifers (Musselwhite et al., 2001), and avalan-
ching or sublimation of seasonal CO2 frost (Hoffman, 2002; Ishii
and Sasaki, 2004; Balme et al., 2006; Cedillo-Flores et al., 2011).

Some models for gully formation appeal to different climate
conditions in the past, particularly at high obliquity (�35� com-
pared with the present 25�), producing conditions for melting
and runoff (e.g., Costard et al., 2002). Consequently, it was of great
interest when Malin et al. (2006) reported observations of two
light-toned mass movements in present-day gullies, although
spots and streaks due to seasonal defrosting had previously been
noted (Bridges et al., 2001; Hoffman, 2002; see also Mangold
et al., 2008). Malin et al. (2006) argued that the deposits indicated
present-day groundwater release, and Heldmann et al. (2010) sug-
gested that they could be mudflows. Other workers suggested that
the observed flows could be dry mass movements (Pelletier et al.,
2008; see also Kolb et al., 2010a) or that they are abetted by non-
melting frost (i.e., frosted granular flow; Hugenholtz, 2008). Persis-
tence over time demonstrated that frost or ice was not the cause of
deposit brightness (Williams et al., 2007), and spectral data
showed no evidence for evaporites or hydrated minerals in the
new deposits (McEwen et al., 2007b). As a result, it was suggested
that major gully-forming processes on Mars are currently inactive
and that observed changes indicate dry degradation of older water-
formed gullies (e.g., Kolb et al., 2010b; Schon and Head, 2011).

Continued monitoring provided additional examples of activity
in gullies and suggested seasonal control (Harrison et al., 2009;
Dundas et al., 2010). Gullies on sand dunes were also seen to
be active (Reiss et al., 2010; Diniega et al., 2010; see also NASA
Planetary Photojournal image PIA04290 from 2005). Dundas
et al. (2012) confirmed that activity in both dune and non-dune
gullies had a strong seasonal association with the occurrence
and defrosting of seasonal CO2 frost. Dundas et al. (2012) also
observed small-scale channel incision in non-dune gullies as well
as formation of complete alcove–channel–apron systems and
large channels in dune gullies. These observations suggested that
CO2-driven processes could be responsible for gully formation
with no involvement of liquid water. This is consistent with the
composition of these features: Nunez et al. (2013) examined
high-resolution CRISM spectral data and found that gully apron
materials show no evidence for rock–water interaction (unless
present in the source area) but do show seasonal accumulation
of CO2 ice. A detailed study of a polar pit gully location by
Raack et al. (2015) favored CO2-supported dry activity at that
location.

Since publication of Dundas et al. (2012), continued and more
systematic observation of the martian surface has revealed new
details about current activity and its implications for gully forma-
tion. This paper reports on observations of changes using images
from HiRISE (McEwen et al., 2007a). Section 2 describes the data
and methods used to search for gully activity. Section 3 summa-
rizes our observations of changes and the properties of active gul-
lies, and Section 4 discusses their implications for gully formation.

http://www.hirise.lpl.arizona.edu
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2. Gully monitoring with HiRISE

2.1. Terminology

Under terrestrial definitions, gullies are small channels in
unconsolidated material, usually produced by running water
(Neuendorf et al., 2005). The alcove–channel–apron landforms
referred to as gullies in the Mars literature by many authors
(including our previous work) are typically kilometer-scale, and
in some cases have alcoves cut into bedrock. As such, they should
more properly be considered ravines, but we will refer to them as
gullies or gully landforms in this paper for consistency with other
Mars work. The channel components of the alcove–channel–apron
features more closely resemble gullies under the terrestrial defini-
tion, as do some isolated fine channels or troughs.

Martian seasons are denoted by LS, the areocentric longitude of
the Sun. Northern spring begins at LS = 0�, northern summer at
LS = 90�, etc. Perihelion occurs at LS = 251�. We use the Mars calen-
dar of Clancy et al. (2000), in which Mars Year 1 (MY1) began at
LS = 0� on April 11, 1955. The MRO spacecraft (Zurek and
Smrekar, 2007) began science operations in mid-MY28, and this
paper uses observations through early MY32.
2.2. Data

HiRISE images are high-resolution targeted observations of
Mars, with a pixel scale as small as 0.25 m, and have a high sig-
nal-to-noise ratio (SNR) except under poor illumination or poor
weather conditions (e.g., haze). Some images are binned to
improve SNR or reduce data volume, at the cost of reduced image
resolution. Images taken in the red channel are typically 5–6 km
wide and 10–20 km long, and a central color swath (1–1.2 km
wide) is also acquired through blue–green (BG) and near-infrared
(IR) filters to produce enhanced-color images. Precise commanding
of spacecraft rolls permits repeat imaging centered within a few
hundred meters of the specified target. The RED9 CCD (western-
most in the image swath) stopped responding to commands in
August 2011, so subsequent images have been 10% narrower, occa-
sionally truncating features of interest from earlier images. We
focus on HiRISE images because before-and-after high-resolution
images of changes are essential to characterizing the detailed mor-
phology of new deposits, including topographic changes. Surveys
of images using MOC (Malin et al., 1992), CTX (Malin et al., 2007)
and the Mars Express HRSC (Neukum et al., 2004) imagery have
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Fig. 2. Map of monitoring sites and active locations for non-dune gullies. Locations of act
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the potential to detect changes in more gullies, but with lower res-
olution and less sensitivity to low-contrast changes.

We focus on looking for activity in sites that have been imaged
by HiRISE over a long time baseline. Before-and-after HiRISE image
coverage is required in order to detect all but the largest topo-
graphic changes. As in Dundas et al. (2012), we examined sites
where the minimum time separation between the first and last
HiRISE images was 4000 MRO orbits (about half of a Mars year).
Most HiRISE long-baseline monitoring targets span at least a Mars
year. Our southern-hemisphere monitoring extends the work of
Dundas et al. (2012) with an additional Mars year of data covering
many additional sites. We also add a northern-hemisphere survey.
Initial studies (Dundas et al., 2010) found few fresh-appearing
deposits (with distinct albedo and little sign of modification by
other processes) and detected no activity associated with gullies
in the northern hemisphere, but since that time, many more mon-
itoring images have been acquired. We use HiRISE data acquired
through MRO orbit 35599 (March 1, 2014; LS = 96�, MY32). In both
hemispheres we restrict our data set to latitudes 25–75�, which
encompasses the vast majority of ‘‘classic’’ gullies. This does
exclude the latitude of activity seen on sand dunes in the north
polar erg that produces gully-like alcove–apron landforms lacking
clear channels (Hansen et al., 2011, 2013). Monitoring of equatorial
gully sites with RSL activity began in MY31.

The HiRISE data used in this paper covers 98 sites in the north-
ern hemisphere and 258 in the south (Fig. 2). An initial list of over-
lap sites was constructed by searching for locations where the
midpoint of one image falls within the extremes of another, so
some minor overlaps are excluded. A ‘‘site’’ is defined as a location
with gullies covered by at least two HiRISE images with an ade-
quate time separation. In a few cases, sites are adjacent to one
another (e.g., east and west halves of a crater that is too large to
fit within a single HiRISE footprint). These are treated as separate
locations for statistical purposes, although there may be some
overlap between images assigned to adjacent sites. When appro-
priate, those images are used to check features in both sites. The
quality and characteristics of the data used for comparison (e.g.,
lighting similarity, atmospheric clarity, image binning, and time
interval between first and last image) varies substantially between
sites. Possible surface changes that could not be confidently
distinguished from lighting effects are excluded. MRO is in a sun-
synchronous orbit with local mean solar time near 3 PM, but
lighting nevertheless varies with the seasons.

We distinguish between non-dune and dune sites. Although the
gully morphologies are often similar (except when dune gullies
˚ 60˚ 120˚ 180˚

Dune Site Monitoring Site
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have ‘‘linear’’ morphology) and the driving processes appear to be
the same, gullies on sand surfaces appear to be far more active,
probably because of the unconsolidated substrate (Dundas et al.,
2012). We include obvious sand-covered slopes with dune gullies,
but mixed or unclear examples are included with non-dune gullies.
Fig. 2 shows known active dune and sandy-slope gullies for refer-
ence, but they are not further analyzed here. Details of activity at
several sandy gully sites were given by Diniega et al. (2010) and
Dundas et al. (2012), but the high level of activity makes it difficult
to catalogue all changes across a large number of sites.

2.3. Methods

In order to characterize our study sites, we binned gully orien-
tation into eight sectors and noted the orientation of gullied and
non-gullied slopes within our monitoring sites. For each sector at
each site, we also noted whether gully channels/aprons appeared
fresh, intermediate or degraded, and whether the alcove was
poorly, moderately or well-developed. Poorly developed alcoves
are shallow and/or are only slightly wider than the channel, while
well-developed alcoves are wide and deep, and dominate the local
slope. Degraded gullies have muted appearance, significant modi-
fication (e.g., thermal contraction cracks on the apron) or are not
distinct from surrounding material, while fresh gullies are those
with sharply defined channels, particularly distinct aprons and/or
distinct color or tone. These designations are qualitative judg-
ments, but those judgments permit an initial characterization of
their relationship to gully activity. The freshest gully on a given
slope segment was used to classify the state of the segment, and
sites were classified based on the freshest and best-developed gul-
lies on any slope segment. Due to the number and complexity of
individual gullies, we record the state of gullies on a slope segment
of given orientation rather than documenting each individual
gully. Note that although Kolb et al. (2010b) used a similar classi-
fication scheme for freshness, the gullies in our study encompass a
much larger range of preservation states and even the most
degraded gullies considered by Kolb et al. (2010b) would not be
considered degraded here, since their aprons are distinct and chan-
nels generally sharp.

We used reduced-resolution (1 m/pix) HiRISE images of aprons
to search for fresh deposits that are relatively bright, dark, or
distinct in color. ‘‘Fresh’’ deposits are those that show no sign of
modification. They usually have sharp edges and lack eolian ripples
or periglacial polygons. This approach likely misses some small,
subtle changes, which are also difficult to distinguish from illumi-
nation effects or eolian changes. We also directly compared chan-
nels and aprons in older and newer images to look for changes by
blink-comparison of non-orthorectified images at reduced resolu-
tion. These comparisons uncovered a few neutral-toned changes
not found by Dundas et al. (2012). Additionally, some candidates
for activity have been found by the CTX team and suggested to
the HiRISE team for follow-up imaging, or discovered in the course
of other work. These additional detections are included in our data
set, as are some other events that we have been able to confirm
using non-HiRISE data based on initial indications from HiRISE.
For this paper, we focus on changes indicating mass movements
along channels and onto aprons, which are true gully-forming
events. Ambiguous candidate flows (lacking topographic changes
and with poorly defined albedo effects, or diffuse/widespread dif-
ferences likely due to eolian processes or lighting effects) were
not included.

When changes are observed, we record details of the new
deposit. Specifically, we note the gully orientation and whether
resolvable topographic changes occurred, and constrain the timing
of the event with available imagery. In some cases, some available
images were not used as time constraints because it was doubtful
that the new deposit would have been observable in that image,
due to data quality or other issues. However, images with quality
issues were used as constraints if the new deposit was positively
identifiable in them.

As in Dundas et al. (2012), we do not treat Recurring Slope Lin-
eae (RSL) as a form of gully activity. RSL (McEwen et al., 2011,
2014; Ojha et al., 2014) are fine dark flows that incrementally grow
downslope, commonly following small channels (‘‘gullies’’ by the
terrestrial definition), and recur at similar locations from year to
year. Unlike the observed gully activity, RSL in the southern mid-
latitudes occur mainly on equator-facing slopes in southern sum-
mer (McEwen et al., 2011). RSL in equatorial regions have more
ambiguous seasonality but also favor warm slopes (McEwen
et al., 2014). To date, no topographic changes directly associated
with RSL have been observed. RSL occasionally occur within gully
alcoves, but are more often found within fine channels (smaller
than the ‘‘classic’’ alcove–channel–apron gully landforms) or on
apparently un-gullied slopes. By contrast, the gully activity studied
here mostly consists of one-off events producing deposits on gully
aprons, and preferentially occurs in winter or spring in association
with seasonal frost. The two forms of activity are distinct and likely
reflect different processes.

We also exclude detailed descriptions of defrosting activity in
this paper. Seasonal defrosting spots and flows can transport mate-
rial in gullies (Gardin et al., 2010; Dundas et al., 2012), but in the
present work we focus on the major flows through channels and
onto aprons. Cases with large mass movements seen over frost
are included here as any flow superposing frost can be inferred
to be new even without a previous image. Small, incrementally
growing defrosting features are not included with the activity con-
sidered here, although small annual changes may make a substan-
tial contribution to the evolution of gully morphology over time.
2.4. Potential biases

The portion of Mars that HiRISE can image is very limited, so
only a small number of sites can be frequently monitored. Loca-
tions known to be active were most intensely monitored, but sites
without known activity were chosen for occasional repeat observa-
tions, especially if they contained morphologically fresh gullies.
Thus, our data set may preferentially include the youngest and/or
most active gullies on Mars, if freshness correlates with activity.
This is an unavoidable result of the targeted HiRISE data set.

An additional influence is that MRO data-relay procedures for
the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) Curiosity rover in Gale crater
(5.3�S, 137.7�E) have restricted HiRISE observations of a broad
swath of the southern mid-latitudes at longitudes near those of
the landing site. Consequently, repeat observations of gullies in
this zone have been rare since MSL landed on August 5, 2012
(LS = 150�, MY31). Because HiRISE observations cannot be sched-
uled close together in time, a similar but weaker effect occurs at
longitudes where orbits cross high-priority targets like Valles
Marineris or candidate landing sites. However, since there is cur-
rently no evidence for longitudinal variations in activity this effect
may not bias the results.

A final effect on the data that should be noted is that repeat
imaging of gullies in the southern hemisphere competes with
monitoring of RSL found in the same latitude band (primarily from
LS = 240� to 340�), another high priority objective for HiRISE. Gul-
lies in the same images as RSL sites may be very well-covered,
but this monitoring reduces repeat observations of nearby loca-
tions outside a typical image footprint. It is possible that the con-
ditions supporting RSL growth correlate (positively or negatively)
with those favoring gully activity. However, those conditions are
not well-known and this hypothesis is untested. A number of
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locations do exhibit both RSL and gully activity, although usually
on different parts of the slope and always in different seasons.
3. Observations

3.1. Population characteristics of monitoring sites

The geographic distribution of gully sites in our study (Fig. 2)
resembles the results of surveys of gullies in MOC, CTX and HRSC
images with broader coverage (Balme et al., 2006; Malin et al.,
2010; Kneissl et al., 2010; Harrison et al., 2014). The orientation
distribution (Fig. 3) is also similar. The gullied slopes in our data
set have a strong pole-facing preference at lower southern lati-
tudes (25–40�S), and a weak poleward preference at lower north-
ern latitudes. At higher latitudes (40–75�) in both hemispheres,
there is a modest south-facing tendency. This latter tendency (sug-
gesting that the hemispheres are not simply mirror images) is
observed in broader surveys (Balme et al., 2006; Kneissl et al.,
2010). The weak pole-facing tendency in our higher-latitude
southern gullies does not match the observations of Harrison
et al. (2014), but while they report a transition to equator-facing
at 45�S they also show that gullies at the highest southern latitudes
often face the pole or have no preference. Our data may reflect this
latter effect.

The gullies in our northern-hemisphere data set are less pristine
in appearance than those in the south. In the southern-hemisphere
sites, 25% of sites were classified as fresh (based on the state of the
freshest gully), while 17% were degraded. In the northern hemi-
sphere the corresponding figures are 4% and 47%.

Hence, our monitoring sites are a reasonable match to the geo-
graphic and orientation patterns of survey studies, and match the
observation of Heldmann et al. (2007) and Harrison et al. (2014)
that northern-hemisphere gullies appear more degraded than
those in the south. At a local scale there may be a tendency to favor
reimaging the freshest-appearing gullies, which is difficult to
quantify. However, our monitoring sites do include a substantial
sample of degraded and poorly developed landforms. While the
biases noted above are real effects, they do not appear to seriously
distort our results.
3.2. Southern hemisphere

Since publication of Dundas et al. (2012), a number of addi-
tional active sites have been found in the southern hemisphere.
Table 1 summarizes the known active, non-dune gully sites and
Fig. 2 shows their geographic distribution. 14% of all southern-
hemisphere monitoring sites have shown activity in at least one
gully; several have been active in multiple years or had multiple
flows within a single year. Fig. 4 shows the rate of activity as a
function of latitude, which appears enhanced in the highest-
latitude bin. We looked for any statistically significant effect from
latitude using the Mann–Whitney test, a nonparametric test that
evaluates the likelihood that the distribution function of some con-
tinuous variable is the same for two populations, the active and



Table 1
Active non-dune gully sites.a

Lat.b Lon.b Orientation Multiple flows?c Multiple years?c Thick flow?d Channel incision?d Comment

�29.1 181.8 S Y Y
�32.4 118.6 S
�32.4 338.2 S, SW Y Y Most distinct in color
�32.7 122.1 SE Y
�34.3 172.3 S Y Y Shadow-only flows; Dundas et al. (2012), Fig. 13
�35.7 129.4 SE, S, SW Y Y Y Y Fig. 8; Dundas et al. (2010, 2012)
�35.8 330.8 E
�36.0 214.3 S Y
�36.3 198.3 SE Malin et al. (2006)
�36.4 190.4 SE
�37.2 188.3 E, SE Y Y Shadow-only flows
�37.4 130.7 NE
�37.4 229.0 S, SW Y Y Fig. 9
�37.5 223.0 S Y Y Fig. 6, Supplementary Animation 1
�37.7 192.9 S Y Y Fig. 7, Supplementary Animation 2
�38.1 224.1 SW Y
�38.1 224.0 SE Y Y
�38.1 215.9 SW Y
�38.4 96.8 NW Malin et al. (2006)
�38.6 183.8 SE Y
�38.7 194.0 SE
�38.8 159.5 S, SW Y Y Y Dundas et al. (2010), Fig. 1
�38.9 223.7 SW Y Dundas et al. (2012), Fig. 9
�39.6 123.1 SW
�40.3 217.1 SW Topo change in channel
�41.1 189.0 SW Y
�41.5 202.3 SW Y Dundas et al. (2012), Fig. 12
�41.7 150.6 E
�46.9 4.3 NW Y Fig. 14
�52.9 24.4 SW Y Dark halos around channels
�54.6 17.5 S
�68.4 1.7 NW
�68.5 1.3 E, N Y Y Y Dundas et al. (2012), Fig. 11
�71.0 1.3 S
�71.2 3.1 NW
�71.9 143.7 NE Y Polar layered deposits

51.7 333.0 S, SW Y Y Supplementary Animation 3
58.7 82.3 E Fig. 12

a Locations of possible activity which are considered unconfirmed are not included. Some active sites where multiple events are not indicated have additional ambiguous
changes.

b Planetocentric latitude, east longitude.
c Multiple flows implies that multiple flow events have occurred at a site. Multiple years means that the site (not necessarily an individual gully) has been active in more

than one Mars year.
d Thick deposit indicates that some part of the deposit has resolvably changed the topography at HiRISE scale. Channel incision implies that a new channel segment formed,

or more commonly, that some erosion or removal of material occurred within a channel. In some cases no test is possible because there is no HiRISE image that predates the
flow.
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inactive gullies (Ross, 2000). The test determines the probability
(p-value) that the distribution functions are the same (the null
hypothesis). A p-value <0.05 is formally considered statistically
significant, subject to one significant caveat. This and subsequent
statistical tests implicitly assume that at each site the observing
time interval, number and properties of gullies, and image quality
is the same, such that they are equivalent trials. Although the
variations may average out, this is not true in detail so the real
statistical significance of such comparisons is not as strong as the
p-values given. Although activity in the highest-latitude bin seems
enhanced, there is no statistically significant dependence on lati-
tude (p = 0.29). No major regional variations are apparent. The
new deposits have a strong tendency to face the pole (Fig. 5),
matching the general orientation of gullies at the lower southern
latitudes where most of the activity has been observed. The greater
number of southwest-facing versus southeast-facing flows may
reflect the midafternoon orbit of MRO, which makes it easier to
detect flows on the better-lit surfaces and might also lead to pref-
erential imaging of those slopes. (A similar discrepancy is seen in
Fig. 3, although weaker.)

Gully freshness appears to have a correlation with activity levels.
We compared activity between subsets of gullies using the Fisher–
Irwin test. This test evaluates the probability, p, that the true success
rates in two binomial distributions are the same (Ross, 2000). Here
we treat the detection of activity as ‘‘success’’ and use this test to
evaluate whether various non-continuous factors affect the true
success rate of subsets of sites. The freshness of sites was tabulated
based on the state of the sharpest gullies at the site, not necessarily
the active gully. On this basis, 17 out of 65 fresh sites in the southern
hemisphere (26%) were active, compared with 1 out of 44 degraded
sites. This difference is statistically significant (Fisher–Irwin test,
p = 0.001). Even the classification of the lone active degraded site
(38.1�S, 215.9�E) is somewhat ambiguous, since the channels are
far from pristine in appearance, yet have some distinctive colors
more commonly associated with a classification of fresh. There is
also a statistically significant difference in activity levels between
gullies classified as fresh and intermediate (18/149 intermediate
sites were active; p = 0.021), although the caveat above may affect
results that are only moderately significant. There was not a statis-
tically significant difference between intermediate and degraded
sites (p = 0.082). The level of gully development had no detectable
effect on the likelihood of activity. 17/125 (14%) of well-developed
sites were active, compared with 14/94 (15%) of moderately devel-
oped and 5/39 (13%) poorly developed sites.
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Fig. 5. Orientation of new deposits in the southern hemisphere. The strong south-
facing tendency is similar to the orientation of gullies as a whole at lower southern
latitudes where most changes have been observed. The two sites with many
shadow-only changes (Dundas et al., 2012) are excluded from this plot since those
apparent changes are numerous and it is difficult to be confident of all observations
under the inherently poor lighting conditions, but they also tend to face the pole.

Fig. 6. Avulsion and major channel incision (upper arrow) and new lobate deposit
(lower arrow). The active flow broke out of the previous channel and cut a new one,
possibly directed long the track of a shallow or infilled older channel. (A: HiRISE
image ESP_013115_1420, located at 37.5�S, 222.9�E, acquired at LS = 266�, MY29; B:
HiRISE image ESP_032011_1425, acquired at LS = 325�, MY31. See also Supplementary
Animation 1. For all figures, comparisons to show changes generally use images
selected for similar lighting or viewing geometry and do not necessarily use the
images that give the tightest constraints on the timing of activity.)

Table 2
Active southern-hemisphere dune and sandy-slope gully locations.

Lat.a Lon.a Comment

�40.5 309.9
�40.8 200.3 Sandy slope
�41.1 203.5 Sandy slope
�45.8 36.7
�47.0 20 Kaiser crater dunes (multiple sites)
�47.0 18.8 Sandy slope
�47.2 34 Multiple sites
�47.5 30.4 Proctor crater dunes (multiple sites)
�48.0 303.7
�49.0 27.2
�49.5 34.7 Matara crater dunes (multiple sites)
�49.8 293.1
�50.0 294.6 Sandy slope
�51.9 18.2
�52.2 23
�52.5 351.8
�54.3 12.9 Russell crater dunes
�58.6 8.8
�64.5 158.4
�70.4 178.2

a Planetocentric latitude, east longitude.
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In addition to improving the sample of active events, the new
observations have revealed some important details. Fig. 6 shows
the most extensive channel incision yet observed, on a much larger
scale than reported in Dundas et al. (2010, 2012). In this case a flow
has broken out of a pre-existing channel and incised a new trough,
likely directed by the presence of a previous shallow channel. This
observation demonstrates formation of new channels morphologi-
cally identical to the older channels at the same site, and shows
how channel abandonment (and formation of multiple generations
of channel) can occur through currently active processes.
Supplementary Animation 1 shows that this flow resulted in ero-
sion of the outer parts of curves, a process that could gradually
form sinuous channels.

Multiple examples of substantial mass movements with resolv-
able thickness are now known (e.g., Figs. 6 and 7, Supplementary
Animations 1 and 2). These morphologically resemble features pre-
viously described as debris flows. Typically, there is little topo-
graphic difference at the source region but progressively more
change downslope to the flow terminus. The intermediate reaches



Fig. 7. Large-scale change in a gully. (A) Overview. (B and C) Only minor changes occur upslope near the origin of activity, diminishing to nothing upslope. (D and E) Incision
and deposition both occur in the mid-slope region. Arrow indicates formation of an apparent terrace by incision within the older channel. (F and G) Formation of a lobate
snout at the terminus. Arrows indicates the deposit toe. (ACEG: HiRISE image ESP_032078_1420, located at 37.7�S, 192.9�E, acquired at LS = 328�, MY31. BDF: HiRISE image
PSP_003939_1420, acquired at LS = 248�, MY28. Light is from upper left in both images. See also Supplementary Animation 2.)
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often have mixtures of erosion and deposition. Boulder movement
along channels is common as well. However, the majority of flow
deposits are not resolvably thick at HiRISE resolution and have
no detectable topographic effects.

Several of these mass movements are neutral-toned in the HiR-
ISE RED channel (although sometimes distinct in color) and would
be difficult to detect in any data set other than HiRISE-to-HiRISE
comparisons (Fig. 8), despite sometimes having important mor-
phologic effects. Since light, dark and neutral examples are
observed, deposit tone probably reflects only material lithology
and grain size and carries no information about process (cf.
Heldmann et al., 2010). Bright and dark deposits are sometimes
observed in close proximity. The best example of this is in Gasa
crater, where light deposits tend to face E–SE and neutral to
slightly dark flows are oriented S–SW. A photometric explanation
for this variation can be ruled out since similar tones are observed
at different orientations at other sites.
Dundas et al. (2012) reported two sites with multiple examples
of relatively dark flows that were visible in shadow but could not
be distinguished once illuminated. Observations over another Mars
winter demonstrate different patterns of flows at these sites, so
these are true indications of activity and not previous flows high-
lighted by differential frost coverage. The most likely explanation
is that these are neutral-toned thin flows made visible by contrast
with a trace coating of frost on the gully aprons. The large number
of such flows observed at single sites is notable. A more definitive
example of the effect of frost contrast is shown in Fig. 9, where
there were also barely resolved topographic changes.

We used a list of candidate, likely, and confirmed southern-
hemisphere RSL locations from Ojha et al. (2014) to compare gully
activity rates at sites with and without RSL. At sites with RSL (not
necessarily within the gullies, but found in the same image series),
12 out of 49 locations (24%) were active, compared with 24 out of
209 (11%) with no detected RSL. At face value, this comparison is



Fig. 8. Neutral-toned new flow in Gasa crater, which is distinct in color. (A) HiRISE
red filter image. The outline of the new deposit is indistinct. (B) Color composite
using HiRISE IR, red and BG filter images. The new flow (Dundas et al., 2012)
appears blue in this enhanced-color composite. Arrows indicate some boundaries of
the flow for comparison between panels. Both panels are HiRISE observation
ESP_020661_1440 (35.7�S, 129.4�E), with illumination from the left.
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statistically significant at the 5% level (Fisher–Irwin test, p = 0.041).
However, this comparison is compromised by the fact that RSL
sites are more heavily monitored on average: the mean number
of winter solstices spanned by observations at RSL sites (a proxy
for the number of active seasons observed) is 2.18, compared with
1.98 at all southern-hemisphere sites. Additionally, since mid-latitude
RSL are visible primarily in southern summer (McEwen et al.,
Fig. 9. Neutral-toned flow (in visible filters) seen over frost (37.4�S, 229�E). (B) Shows a
small topographic changes are visible. A second flow in this crater produced more substan
MY28; B: ESP_027567_1425, acquired at LS = 124�, MY31; C: ESP_030323_1425, acquire
2011), any site with RSL candidates must have been imaged at least
once under good lighting conditions. The other issues with the sta-
tistical test noted above also apply here. Since the nominal statis-
tical significance (p = 0.041) is marginal we consider it possible, but
unproven, that locations favoring gully activity also favor RSL
activity. At the scale of individual landforms, RSL and gully mass
movements are generally uncorrelated, so if this correlation is real
it might simply reflect longer or steeper slopes rather than any spe-
cial environmental conditions. Indeed, many of these sites corre-
spond to well-preserved impact craters.

Several physical factors were assessed as possible influences on
gully activity (Fig. 10). We examined Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter
(MOLA) topography (using the global Digital Elevation Model, pro-
viding information about the regional setting rather than a specific
morphologic feature of the landforms), Thermal Emission Spec-
trometer (TES) albedo (Christensen et al., 2001), and TES-derived
thermal inertia (Putzig and Mellon, 2007). We took a 5 � 5 pixel
median of the thermal inertia data in order to avoid noisy pixels.
Because of the near coincidence of perihelion with southern sum-
mer solstice, seasonal variations in temperature are much stronger
in the south and seasonal frost abundances are greater, so we do
not make comparisons across hemispheres. Formally, there is no
difference between active and inactive sites in the distribution of
either albedo (Mann–Whitney test, p = 0.23) or elevation
(p = 0.14). Thermal inertia does show a statistically significant dif-
ference (p = 0.028). However, this is strongly skewed by the anom-
alously low-thermal inertia polar pit gullies, which are particularly
active. If the test is applied to sites between 25 and 60�S (which
excludes only ten locations), thermal inertia of active and inactive
sites does not differ significantly (p = 0.18). Although latitude had
no statistically significant effect on activity (see above), the lack
of any detectable effect equatorward of 60�S leaves us uncertain
as to whether the controlling variable is thermal inertia, a subtle
latitudinal effect (perhaps threshold-driven rather than continu-
ous) or some other unique property of the polar pit gullies. If the
highest-latitude sites are excluded, there is no convincing evidence
that active gully locations are in any way distinctive in multi-
km-scale albedo, elevation or thermal inertia.
dark flow over a frosted surface. (A and C) Show the surface before and after; only
tial topographic changes. (A: HiRISE image PSP_003674_1425, acquired at LS = 235�,
d at LS = 245�, MY31. Illumination from upper left in (A and C). (B) is in shadow.)
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Fig. 10. Properties of monitoring sites, including active sites. In the southern hemisphere the mean albedo for active sites is 0.15, matching the mean for all sites; the means
for thermal inertia are 241 and 229 (mks units), and for elevation they are 0.5 and 0.6 km. In the north, the means are 0.19, 246 and �4.1 km.
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Dundas et al. (2012) showed a strong association between gully
activity and seasonal frost or the defrosting period. The added data
in this paper include few well-constrained events, but remains
consistent with this observation. Fig. 11 summarizes the event tim-
ing for all activity.

3.3. Northern hemisphere

Changes have been discovered at two gully locations in the
northern hemisphere, albeit at a very modest scale. At one location
(Fig. 12), a thin dark flow with appeared at the mouth of a gully
channel, with discontinuous albedo changes in the channel ups-
lope. At the other, small topographic changes occurred in minor
channels within a fresh crater (Supplementary Animation 3). At
the latter site the landforms are so poorly developed that their
relation to alcove–channel–apron gullies is unclear. Other ambigu-
ous candidates have not been included. An example of a defrosting
flow has also been observed in the north (Fig. 13), but it was con-
fined to an upper alcove and so did not meet the definition above.
This rate of activity is unambiguously lower than that in the south-
ern hemisphere (Fisher–Irwin test, p = 0.00066).

With only two known active sites, meaningful statistical com-
parisons of active and inactive northern-hemisphere sites are not
possible. Northern gullies as a whole have average thermal inertia
values similar to those in the south, although with greater scatter.
The fact that the north includes more low-thermal inertia locations
than the south, yet less activity, makes the relevance of thermal
inertia (discussed above) uncertain. The albedo and elevation are
systematically different, reflecting regional variations between
the hemispheres: northern-hemisphere gully sites have a higher
average albedo and lower elevation. However, those parameters
had no definitive effect on activity in the south.

One side effect of the bias towards imaging fresh and active sites
is that northern-hemisphere gullies tend to be imaged less often
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Fig. 11. Timing of known gully activity in the southern hemisphere. Black bars
indicate the time intervals in which known gully changes could have occurred. The
blue region shows an approximation of the occurrence of pole-facing seasonal frost
in gullies seen in HiRISE images. This generalized outline is based on (1) traces of
seasonal frost at the active site at 29.1�S at LS = 100–112�, (2) seasonal frost in the
active site at 38.9�S from LS = 74–158�, and (3) seasonal frost remaining near gullies
at 68.5�S at LS = 247�; this envelope is conservative, as recent images have shown
somewhat later frost at the lower latitudes. The real distribution of frost depends on
slope, orientation, thermophysical properties and shadowing in addition to latitude.
Note that HiRISE cannot distinguish between H2O and CO2 frost and only observes
in midafternoon. CO2 frost has not been confirmed below �34�S (Vincendon et al.,
2010b); see text for further discussion. (For interpretation of the references to color
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 12. (A and B) Before-and-after images of activity in a northern hemisphere
gully. Arrow in (B) indicates the toe of the flow. No topographic effect was
observable and some parts of the channel show no dark deposit, suggesting a thin
and easily modified flow. (A: HiRISE image ESP_017102_2390, located at 58.7�N,
82.3�E, acquired at LS = 67�, MY30; B: ESP_034811_2390, acquired at LS = 69�, MY32.
Illumination from lower left.)

Fig. 13. Defrosting in a northern-hemisphere gully. (A) Gives an overview of the
frosted gullies. (B) A flow appears in an upper alcove, but did not reach the channel
or apron and so is not considered an active-gully flow by the definition used here.
However, defrosting flows are common in many southern-hemisphere gullies and
may transport material. (A and B: HiRISE image ESP_032912_2385, located at
58.2�N, 89.7�E. Illumination from lower left.)
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than those in the south, due to more degraded appearance and a lack
of activity known prior to 2014. The seasonal clouds of the polar
hood also complicate northern winter observations. However,
northern-hemisphere monitoring spans an average of 2.16 winter
solstices between the first and most recent HiRISE image, compared
with 1.98 in the south (although note that several southern-hemi-
sphere changes predate the first HiRISE image of a location, most
notably those from Malin et al. (2006), making this an imperfect
proxy for monitoring duration). The number of monitoring sites in
the northern hemisphere is much less than in the south because gul-
lies (of any preservation state) are less common in the north.
4. Discussion

4.1. Present activity and gully formation

The observation of current activity leads us to consider two con-
nected hypotheses. The first is that mass movements like those



Fig. 14. Multiple dark flows in separate gullies in Asimov crater. (HiRISE image
ESP_027628_1330, located at 46.9�S, 4.3�E. Illumination from upper left and
downhill direction is to the upper left.)
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observed could be responsible for the formation of gullies, without
involvement of other processes that could only have been active in
the past. The second is that current activity is driven by frost, pri-
marily CO2, in the absence of liquid water.

The first hypothesis is directly supported by observations. Cur-
rent activity is creating substantial new features within existing
gullies, and is not merely a form of degradation of older landforms.
Large-scale incision of new segments of typical channels, generally
regarded as the distinguishing feature of gully landforms, has now
been observed in non-dune gullies (Figs. 6 and 7). The new incision
in Fig. 6 appears to follow the track of a shallow or infilled older
channel. This is likely typical of many gully channels, which are
often incised into aprons built up by previous events. The wide-
spread occurrence of isolated channel segments suggests that
abandonment and infill are common processes, and incompletely
buried channels are likely to capture new flows as the surface
evolves. Additionally, the morphologies of thus-far inactive alcoves
and aprons appear similar to the results of present-day mass
movements. Bolstering this conclusion, there is a positive correla-
tion between site freshness and activity—landforms that look
sharpest are the most likely to be active. This strongly suggests
that the fresh appearance of gullies is generally a consequence of
current activity. If the events that we see today were instead
degrading older landforms, we would expect the opposite correla-
tion. Activity is observed at many southern-hemisphere sites, and
these gullies are not differentiated from those at other sites in
any way except by a preference for sharper morphologies (other
than the polar pits). This is consistent with the hypothesis that
similar activity would occur in most or all moderately fresh south-
ern-hemisphere gullies, given a sufficient period of observation.

Although we did not conduct a detailed analysis of dune-gully
activity in this paper, the observed level of activity in gullies on
sand surfaces (Table 2) supports the idea that they are forming
today. Some dune gullies have linear morphology and might be
the product of sliding blocks of ice (Diniega et al., 2013), rolling
or creeping frost (Di Achille et al., 2008), and/or jetting sublimation
(Hansen et al., 2007). However, others have classic alcove–
channel–apron morphology, and formation of a complete alcove–
channel–apron system has been observed (Diniega et al., 2010;
Dundas et al., 2012). Over half of our long-baseline dune gully or
sandy-slope monitoring sites have shown activity, many of them
repeatedly. Many of the sites with no observed changes have only
been covered by a small number of images, not necessarily
well-suited for comparisons. Given this level of activity and the
widespread sand motion on Mars (Bridges et al., 2012) that would
likely degrade and erase gullies, it seems likely that most or all
fresh-appearing dune gullies are active on timescales of years to
decades. The massive alcove–channel–apron dune gully in Matara
crater described by Diniega et al. (2010) and Dundas et al. (2012)
has undergone significant morphologic changes annually and
could plausibly have formed on a timescale of decades to centuries.

Dundas et al. (2012) extensively discussed arguments that cur-
rent activity is driven by CO2 frost, which we briefly recap here.
Volatile-free mass wasting is consistent with the morphology of
some recent deposits (Pelletier et al., 2008; Kolb et al., 2010a)
and is likely to occur in steep alcoves, but it cannot account for
the strong seasonality observed in present-day activity, closely cor-
related with seasonal frost. Groundwater release can be seasonally
modulated (Goldspiel and Squyres, 2011), but is particularly unli-
kely near the crest of active dunes or from slopes covered with
CO2 frost at temperatures below 150 K. Furthermore, the largest
observed flows typically have minor morphological effects in the
upslope area, while a groundwater breakout would likely have a
detectable effect on the source area. Sudden heating of seasonal
water frost upon removal of CO2 frost is the most likely way to gen-
erate liquid at the appropriate time of year (Hecht, 2002; Kossacki
and Markiewicz, 2004). However, at best, only trace amounts of
meltwater are expected under current conditions, and dampening
soil increases cohesion. Instead, the most likely driver of activity is
frost. The seasonality of activity is highly correlated with the pres-
ence of frost, and CO2 frost could cause activity through avalan-
ching, sublimation, or simply loading loose surface material on
steep slopes (Hoffman, 2002; Ishii and Sasaki, 2004; Cedillo-
Flores et al., 2011; Ito et al., 2013).

Two additional lines of evidence favor seasonal frost as the dri-
ver of activity. Seasonal CO2 frost is more abundant near the pole
and on low-thermal inertia surfaces, and the high-latitude, low-
thermal inertia polar pit gullies appear to be more active than aver-
age. Observations of multiple similar flows occurring at a single
site within a given timeframe (Fig. 14) also support a volatile trig-
ger. It is unlikely that several adjacent volatile-free flows would
occur in this manner, but explicable if they are triggered by similar
frost conditions.

Schorghofer and Edgett (2006) observed seasonal frost at lati-
tudes as low as 24�S. They proposed that this frost was CO2 rather
than H2O, but the MOC images used as their primary data set can-
not definitively distinguish the two, leaving open the possibility
that the lowest-latitude frost was water ice. HiRISE has observed
frost at active gully sites at 29�S (Dundas et al., 2012), but cannot
determine the composition. Seasonal CO2 frost has been observed
on pole-facing slopes in spectral data by Vincendon et al. (2010b)
down to �34�S latitude. Some gullies (including active sites) are
found equatorward of Vincendon et al.’s frost detections (Fig. 14),
generally by no more than 5–10�. CO2 frost could occur somewhat
closer to the equator than currently known, for several reasons:
small frost patches may be unresolved or difficult to detect, espe-
cially if patchy or in shadow (as in steep gully alcoves), and tran-
sient frost could occur at night. We should expect that the
shortest-lived frost patches are under-sampled, especially since
they will occur only when the lighting is worst for imaging. Alter-
natively, the small amounts of H2O frost that occur nearer the
equator in the present climate could drive activity via frosted
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granular flow (cf. Hugenholtz, 2008). Vincendon et al. (2010a)
reported daytime water frost down to 13�S, and Landis et al.
(2007) documented early-morning water frost at the Opportunity
landing site at 2�S. If seasonal CO2 extends marginally closer to
the equator than the Vincendon et al. (2010b) detections, there
are some intriguing correlations between the spatial distribution
of gullies and the shape of the CO2 frost margin: gullies are rare
in the high-elevation Thaumasia region (Fig. 15) where frost detec-
tions are lacking equatorward of 45�S, and a swath from approxi-
mately 0–50�E has both gullies and frost found somewhat
poleward of the norm at other longitudes.

Thermophysical properties like thermal inertia and albedo
should influence seasonal frost abundance. As noted above, albedo
has no statistically significant effect on gully activity, and the
apparent effect of thermal inertia could be due to some other prop-
erty of the polar pit gullies since it had no detectable effect at lower
latitudes. Several explanations exist for this lack of correlation. It is
possible that small amounts of frost are sufficient to trigger some
activity, such that the absolute abundance of frost is not a key con-
trol, although the high activity of the polar pit gullies is notable.
Insolation (a function of latitude, orientation and slope) is the main
control on frost abundance. Alternatively (or in addition), there
could be differences in landform-scale thermophysical properties
that are not observable in multi-km-scale data sets. Finally, it is
also possible that correlations exist but are not strong enough to
be detected in current data.

The recent discovery of RSL also casts gully formation processes
in a new light. RSL are the best candidates for present-day flows of
liquid water or brine, although the source is not known (McEwen
et al., 2011, 2014). As noted above, sites where RSL occur may be
more likely to have active gullies. However, at local scales, substan-
tial alcove–channel–apron gully landforms are not typically corre-
lated with RSL. For instance, at the Corozal crater monitoring site,
medium-sized gullies (including active gullies) are found on slopes
facing south and southwest while RSL mainly face west and north-
west. RSL are often found in association with fine channels (‘‘gul-
lies’’ in the terrestrial sense; McEwen et al., 2011, 2014), many of
which may have been unresolved in surveys of martian gullies
using lower-resolution data. However, large alcove–channel–apron
gully landforms show no general connection to these most likely
examples of water flow on Mars, although RSL are sometimes seen
on the equator-facing portions of large gully alcoves. One possible
scenario is that RSL are responsible for formation of many fine
channels, particularly facing the equator, and seasonal frost drives
formation of the larger classic (Malin and Edgett, 2000) gully land-
forms, typically facing the pole. In this case it is possible that there
are some landforms where both processes affect the geomorphol-
ogy. However, no topographic changes due to RSL have yet been
detected.

4.2. Gully formation rates

Dundas et al. (2012) made an order-of-magnitude examination
of activity in Gasa crater and found that integrating present activity
over time is consistent with forming large gullies within the age of
the young crater. However, the gullies of Gasa crater are the most
active non-dune gullies known on Mars. Here we consider the
implications of observed activity for the full population of gullies
in the southern hemisphere. Fourteen percent of our southern-
hemisphere gully monitoring sites are known to be active, some
of them repeatedly, with an average HiRISE monitoring interval
of less than 4 years (although some of the activity does predate
HiRISE coverage (Malin et al., 2006; Harrison et al., 2009; Dundas
et al., 2010), 11% have been active with before-and-after HiRISE
images). As noted above, it is likely that most or all moderately
fresh gullies can currently be active. Since the number of gullies
at an individual site is usually a few to a few tens, the recurrence
interval for activity in an individual gully is on the order of centu-
ries. This has two major implications. First, Mars’ obliquity has
been relatively stable near 25� since �0.4 Ma (Laskar et al.,
2004), and thus climate (and presumably the rate of gully activity)
has probably been relatively stable over that interval. This means
that any morphological features that might have been produced
only when the obliquity was >30� have likely been reworked. Thus,
the evidence of processes that were active in earlier climate
regimes are likely to be obscured. Second, since a significant frac-
tion of observed mass movements produce deposits with resolv-
able topographic changes over hundreds of m2 (so volumes are
likely tens to hundreds of m3), the formation timescale of gully
alcoves with volumes of 105–107 m3 is on the order of several
Myr at current rates. However, this estimate does not account for
deposition (e.g., of atmospheric dust and ice; Dickson et al.,
2013) at gully sites, partially burying gullies.

The climate of Mars undoubtedly does vary due to the changing
obliquity and argument of perihelion, and this should have an
effect on seasonal frost and the rates of current processes. In light



Fig. 16. Bright deposit associated with a poorly developed gully in the northern
hemisphere. The relatively sharp outline and lack of ripples suggests that this mass
movement is recent (HiRISE image ESP_026564_2405, located at 60.2�N, 236.3�E.
Illumination from the left.)
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of the hemispheric differences discussed below, it may be that the
southern hemisphere is currently more active than the recent aver-
age. However, the greater intensity of the seasonal cycle at higher
obliquity (Haberle et al., 2003) could enhance seasonal frost pro-
cesses for intervals at times before a few hundred ka. The key point
is that current processes can produce fresh-appearing gullies on
geologically short timescales.

This raises another question: why has gully formation not had a
larger geomorphic effect? Gasa crater is perhaps the youngest cra-
ter of its size in the southern mid-latitudes (formation date �1 Ma;
Schon et al., 2012), but paradoxically has some of the largest gul-
lies. Many older craters have far less gully development. In the case
of Gasa, this may be resolved if the crater formed by impact into
debris-covered glacial materials. Schon and Head (2012) suggested
that this event could form the gullies directly by melting the ice,
but an alternative is that such an event led to the type of alcove
collapse modeled by Okubo et al. (2011) and subsequent gully
activity has occurred within those alcoves. This does not explain
why the gullies in Gasa crater would also be the most active known
(residual heat from the impact has long since faded). The most
likely explanation is that young and steep slopes are exceptionally
unstable.

Perhaps easier to understand is why older craters are not more
extensively gullied. Many gullies are developed within the mid-lat-
itude mantle (Fig. 1; Dickson et al., 2010; Schon and Head, 2011;
Raack et al., 2012), which is thought to be dust and ice deposited
at high obliquity (Mustard et al., 2001; Head et al., 2003). If many
gullies develop primarily within an ephemeral unit that is repeat-
edly deposited and eroded, they might leave little geomorphic
trace on the surface underlying this mantle (Dickson et al., 2010;
Raack et al., 2012). Dickson et al. (2013) present evidence for inter-
actions between gully activity and mantle deposition, supporting
this hypothesis. However, large rocks are observed on and within
the mantling deposit (McEwen et al., 2007b; Searls et al., 2008).
Although a mix of fine-grained material and transported debris
might occur on active slopes, the general problem of boulders
within the proposed atmospheric deposit remains unresolved.

4.3. Hemispheric differences

Only two active locations have been observed in the northern
hemisphere to date. Extensive activity is observed on sand dunes
in the north polar erg, producing alcove–apron features that
resemble small gullies, albeit without channels (Hansen et al.,
2011, 2013). There are a few additional candidates for northern-
hemisphere activity and rare examples of fresh, bright deposits
associated with northern gullies (Fig. 16), but marginal candidates
and non-new distinct deposits are found in the south as well. It is
clear that there is a significant difference in the level of activity in
each hemisphere (Fisher–Irwin test, p = 0.00066 that activity rates
are the same). Gullies in the north are also much more likely to
appear degraded, further supporting the idea that current activity
causes landforms to appear fresh.

The explanation for the hemispheric difference in activity may
be related to current hemispheric differences in seasonal frost
abundance. Because aphelion occurs in late southern autumn, the
southern highlands develop more frost than the north, reaching
lower latitudes (e.g., Schorghofer and Edgett, 2006). This suggests
that activity in the north might occur at higher latitudes than the
south. The northern-hemisphere activity seen to date is above
50�N latitude, which is consistent with this hypothesis, but two
examples are not enough for a meaningful test. It is interesting
to note that there are some hemispheric differences in the defrost-
ing of the seasonal cap as well: activity in the north is concentrated
on dunes and does not form the eroded araneiform features
(‘‘spiders’’) seen at high southern latitudes (Hansen et al., 2013).
The hemispheric asymmetry due to the longitude of perihelion
should reverse every �25 kyr. Is the current degraded appearance
of northern gullies consistent with them having been more active
within tens of kyr? Significant reworking of the surface is possible
on relatively short timescales: some fresh gully deposits are known
to lose all albedo contrast in a matter of years (Dundas et al., 2012),
and eolian processes are active planet-wide (Bridges et al., 2012)
and could cover aprons with ripples or remove fine-grained mate-
rial. Where ground ice is present, mature networks of thermal
contraction polygons can develop in 0.1–1 Myr (Mellon et al.,
2009). The mid-latitude mantle in which many gullies form may
degrade on the timescale of obliquity variations, at least at some
locations (Mustard et al., 2001; Head et al., 2003). There is some
evidence for rapid evolution of gully aprons: De Haas et al.
(2013) suggested that gully aprons were quickly smoothed at
one location. In fact, activity continuing up to the present calls
their assumptions about ages into question and could allow more
rapid smoothing. However, their estimate depends on the assump-
tion that the surface relief of older flows is the same as the most
recent event. (The assumption is partially based on the absence
of boulders on the older mantle, but the abundant rocks on the
pre-gully surface calls into question the hypothesized rapid rock
breakdown rates.) Further investigation of the details of gully deg-
radation is warranted, but it does not appear implausible for north-
ern-hemisphere gullies to be visibly degraded (but not erased) on
104-year timescales. Alternatively, gully processes could be
affected by the permanent (topographic and possibly substrate)
differences between hemispheres.
4.4. Other observations

Many observations made by other workers have been given in
support of various theories of gully formation. Here we consider
how several of these relate to the hypotheses that gullies are
formed by current processes and that they are driven mainly by
CO2 frost, versus prior hypotheses invoking fluvial processes.
4.4.1. Gully morphology
It has been argued that many morphological features of gullies

are necessarily formed by fluvial processes. In particular, channels
have been argued to be diagnostic of flowing water (e.g., Heldmann
and Mellon, 2004). However, typical-appearing gully channels do



Fig. 17. Erosion of an equator-facing slope in the alcove of a large dune gully in Matara crater. Erosion proceeds by headward retreat after presumed undercutting. Such
undercutting permits un-frosted walls to erode. (A: HiRISE image ESP_013478_1300, located at 49.5�S, 34.9�E, acquired at LS = 283�, MY29; B: ESP_019003_1300, LS = 134�,
MY30; C: ESP_019781_1300, LS = 165�, MY30; D: ESP_020203_1300, LS = 183�, MY30.)
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form or extend in the present climate (Fig. 6), when large volumes
of liquid water are not present. McEwen et al. (2007b) suggested
braided channels and terraces as diagnostic of running water.
However, current activity is observed to form apparent terraces
locally, by erosion within partially filled channels (Fig. 7e). Current
mass movements readily divide and rejoin within branching chan-
nels (Fig. 8), so apparent braiding may readily be explained by a
combination of channel avulsion (Fig. 6) and division of flows
around pre-existing surface roughness. Note that braided channels
in terrestrial streams form on much lower slopes. Likewise, debris
flow-like snouts (Levy et al., 2010) are observed to form through
present processes (Fig. 7). Dickson and Head (2009) noted channels
in the upper reaches of gully alcoves, which is consistent with inci-
sion caused by frost on those slopes. Schon and Head (2012)
observed that the pole-facing sides of alcoves in Gasa crater appear
to have been more extensively eroded. This is reasonable in a frost-
driven model where seasonal condensation is primarily on
pole-facing slopes, and we observe similar deflection at some other
Fig. 18. Incision of a dune gully channel demonstrating development of sinuosity by er
before and after images showing that the mildly curving channel has been partially incise
47.6�S, 30.4�E, acquired at LS = 14�, MY29; C: ESP_024291_1320, acquired at LS = 9�, MY
sites. Non-deflected alcoves would suggest that erosion undercut
the equator-facing slope, causing it to retreat as well. This process
is observed to occur in the dune gully in Matara crater (Fig. 17).

Mangold et al. (2010) examined sinuous gully channels and
found that their model for individual dry flows could not reproduce
this sinuosity on the observed slopes. To date, no example of a
highly sinuous new channel has been observed to form from
scratch. However, if gullies form by many events, the observed
channel breakout (Fig. 6) suggests an alternate explanation:
repeated energetic flows may erode the outside of minor curves,
leading to development of sinuosity. Evidence for this process is
seen in Supplementary Animation 1. This is further supported by
channel evolution seen in a dune-gully channel (Fig. 18). In the lat-
ter case the outer bank of a subtle bend was eroded, converting a
gently curving channel into a sigmoid shape.

Some morphological constraints on gully formation over time
have been suggested. Dickson and Head (2009) observed evidence
for episodic or repetitive activity in gullies, such as multiple
osion of the outer bank of a channel. (A) Overview of the gully. (B and C) Enlarged
d and the curvature enhanced. (A and B: HiRISE image PSP_006780_1320, located at

31.)
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generations of channels and channels cut into depositional aprons.
They commented that gully formation models must allow multiple
channel-cutting events, which is directly observed to occur under
present processes (Figs. 6 and 7). The integration of current activity
over time would make most well-developed gullies a product
of hundreds or thousands of events. Crater count-based age
constraints requiring that gully formation has been active since
�1–3 Ma (Reiss et al., 2004; Schon et al., 2009; Raack et al.,
2012) are easily met if formation is ongoing.

Kolb et al. (2010b) reported that the deposits of the freshest-
appearing gullies in their study began on typically higher slopes
than those in the more degraded gullies, suggesting that gully
flows were more fluidized in the past. As noted above, we observed
a preference for activity in the freshest gullies. Our qualitative clas-
sification scheme was different from that of Kolb et al. (2010b): we
based our categorization of freshness on the morphology of the
lower channel and apron. Kolb et al. (2010b) also looked at polyg-
onal fractures and indications of mass wasting in the alcoves as
signs of degradation. We note that signs of mass wasting might
actually indicate very recent activity, and polygonal fractures are
mainly seen in alcoves within the mid-latitude mantle (cf. Levy
et al., 2009) and so may not be seen in all gullies of similar preser-
vation. Because of this difference in classification methods, the rel-
ative order of age classification is not necessarily the same. In fact,
in our independent examination we classified their intermediate
type-example gully as fresh and both the fresh and degraded type
examples as intermediate. We take this as a cautionary sign
regarding the quantitative use of qualitative classification schemes.
We examined a much broader range of gullies than Kolb et al.
(2010b) and regard our most robust result to be the far higher level
of activity in fresh gullies versus degraded gullies. Because degra-
dation style and rate may be site-specific, we also re-examined
their results on a site-by-site basis (Fig. 19). Examined in this fash-
ion, and using their independent freshness classification, we found
one site (their site C) where there is evidence that fresher gullies
have less-fluidized deposits. This substantially reduces the argu-
ment for greater fluidization in past gully activity. Intriguingly,
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Fig. 19. Kolb et al. (2010b) data (their Table 3) on slope at the initiation of
deposition for five gully sites, shown with their classification of freshness; see text
for discussion. (Site C, 38.4�S, 96.8�E; site G, 35.7�S, 129.4�E; site H, 35.1�S, 324.7�E;
site K, 46.1�S, 18.8�E; site N, 38.5�S, 202.9�E.)
although four of Kolb et al.’s five sites were between 35.1 and
38.5�S, the one higher-latitude site (46.1�S) had the lowest deposi-
tional slopes. This suggests (but does not confirm) greater fluidiza-
tion at high latitudes where more frost occurs.

Lanza et al. (2010) reported that there is an inverse relationship
between slope angle and upslope contributing area in a sample of
gullies from three locations. This relation is similar to that
observed for terrestrial debris flows, and Lanza et al. suggested that
this indicated broadly distributed, shallow fluid in the source area.
The expected relation for CO2-triggered flows is unknown, and fur-
ther complicated by the likelihood that martian alcoves are the
product of many events, but seasonal frost is also broadly distrib-
uted in gully alcoves.

Okubo et al. (2011) reported that alcove failures and crown
fractures in Gasa crater are best explained by various configura-
tions of saturated ground or melting ice, or by dry failures under
dynamic loading. The alcoves of Gasa crater are also anomalously
large and might be related to unusual properties of the impact site
(Schon and Head, 2012; see Section 4.2). These crown fractures
represent failures leading to mass movements of much larger scale
than those considered here, which so far are associated with move-
ment of loose material in alcoves and channels. To date we have
not observed any substantial failure of bedrock within an alcove.
Although mass movements like those modeled by Okubo et al.
(2011) may be important to alcove growth, an alternate hypothesis
is that weathering (perhaps the extreme temperature change upon
removal of CO2 frost) breaks down alcove material into debris that
can be transported by frost-driven superficial mass movements.
Furthermore, the common development of alcoves within the
mid-latitude mantle means that in those cases little erosion of bed-
rock is required.

4.4.2. Gully setting
Several constraints based on the setting and geographical distri-

bution of gullies have been proposed. Heldmann et al. (2007) noted
that gullies sometimes occur in places where nearby slopes (on
which atmospheric volatile deposition is also expected) are un-gul-
lied. Such cases could be due to local variations in thermophysical
properties influencing the behavior of frost, or structural inhomo-
geneities creating weak sections on the slopes. Alternatively,
feedback effects where the erosion of a gully alcove creates cold-
trapping conditions might favor further incision in particular
locations. If some gullies form primarily in mid-latitude mantle
material (Schon and Head, 2011; Raack et al., 2012; Dickson
et al., 2013), the distribution of that mantle also affects the location
of gullies. Schon and Head (2011) and Raack et al. (2012) took the
erosion of gullies into the mantle to indicate that they formed by
melting of the mantle ice, but frost-driven erosion could operate
quite effectively on such a substrate, since ice is expected to occur
under a loose, desiccated sublimation lag. The occurrence of gullies
on isolated prominences was taken by several workers as evidence
for atmospheric water sources but is equally consistent with atmo-
spherically deposited CO2, as noted by Balme et al. (2006).

The orientation distribution of gullies has been studied by sev-
eral workers (Heldmann and Mellon, 2004; Balme et al., 2006;
Bridges and Lackner, 2006; Dickson et al., 2007; Kneissl et al.,
2010; Harrison et al., 2014). Details of the results differ based on
latitudinal binning and data sets. The most complete coverage is
likely in those surveys that made use of HRSC (Balme et al.,
2006; Kneissl et al., 2010) or CTX (Harrison et al., 2014) data. The
results of those surveys indicate that gullies at low latitudes have
a strong tendency to face the pole, transitioning to equator-facing
or weak preferences at higher latitudes. This is broadly consistent
with the distribution of seasonal frost, which is widespread at high
latitudes but only occurs on pole-facing slopes or small shadowed
locations in the lower mid-latitudes. Equator-facing gullies with



Fig. 20. Gully landforms within the Hellas basin at �6.8 km elevation. (HiRISE
image ESP_033045_1345, located at 45.2�S, 73�E. Illumination from upper left.)
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little seasonal frost could have minor deposits in local shadows,
and/or might reflect different past frost conditions.

CO2-driven processes might be expected to produce abundant
high-latitude gullies, in contrast with the observed preference for
the lower mid-latitudes. This is explained by the observation of
Dickson and Head (2009) that gullies are predominantly found
below a transitional latitude, above which steep slopes are rare
(Kreslavsky and Head, 2000). Where high-latitude slopes are
found, as in the polar pits, gully landforms are very common. Con-
sequently, the latitudinal distribution of gullies may reflect the
overlap between seasonal frost occurrence and available steep
slopes.

Dickson et al. (2007) noted that between 30 and 45�S, gullies
are found at most altitudes except below �5.5 km (the floor of
Hellas) and above 3.1 km (the Thaumasia region near 270�E). The
rarity of gullies on the floor of Hellas is explained by a lack of steep
slopes, as well as poor image coverage since the typically high opti-
cal depth makes it more difficult to image than other mid-latitude
Fig. 21. Equatorial gully landform developed in light-toned layered deposits in
Ganges Chasma. (HiRISE image ESP_018518_1715, located at 8.4�S, 313.3�E.
Illumination from upper left.)
targets. The CTX-based survey of Harrison et al. (2014) does
include gullies on the floor of Hellas; Fig. 20 shows an example
of gullies within the basin on rare steep slopes at �6.8 km eleva-
tion, so this is not a limit caused by the formation process. The
paucity of gullies in the Thaumasia region matches a longitude
zone where Vincendon et al. (2010b) observed no low-latitude
CO2 frost.

4.5. Equatorial gullies

Most gully studies consider only the classic mid-latitude gul-
lies of Malin and Edgett (2000). However, Treiman (2003) noted
some gully-like landforms in the calderas of equatorial volcanoes.
Gullies on the Interior Layered Deposits of Valles Marineris have
previously been mentioned (e.g., Chapman, 2005), but have not
been compared in detail with classic mid-latitude gullies. Auld
and Dixon (2014) also report equatorial gullies, although their
survey includes landforms without channels. We have also
observed landforms resembling classic gullies in equatorial
regions (Fig. 21). The alcoves and fans of these equatorial gully
landforms are typically not as well-developed as those in the
mid-latitudes (Fig. 21 shows an especially prominent example).
The gully in Fig. 21 does appear to show boulder movement and
dark flows (Supplementary Animation 4). Activity at this latitude
is very unlikely to be the result of CO2 frost; while the timing of
mid-latitude changes indicates the importance of seasonal frost,
this location suggests that it is not the sole process active today.
In general, equatorial gullies could reflect the effects of RSL
(McEwen et al., 2014), trace water frost (cf. Landis et al., 2007)
or purely dry flows (Treiman, 2003; Shinbrot et al., 2004), but
the relative rarity and poor development compared to mid-
latitude slopes serves to emphasize that those processes alone
are normally inadequate to produce larger classic gully landforms.
Neither equatorial gullies nor their activity have been comprehen-
sively surveyed, so the significance of this single example is not
yet clear.

4.6. Implications for planetary climate and liquid water

It is known that Mars’ orbit and axial tilt have varied over time;
the physics of this evolution is understood and the history over the
past 20 Myr has been calculated in detail (e.g., Laskar et al., 2004).
A straightforward consequence of this variation is that the distri-
bution of insolation on the surface also varies, which must
influence the climate (e.g., Murray et al., 1973; Ward, 1973;
Pollack and Toon, 1982; Jakosky and Carr, 1985). Radar evidence
suggests that CO2 ice equivalent to a significant fraction of the cur-
rent atmosphere has been sequestered at the south pole within the
last million years, which would undoubtedly affect the climate
(Phillips et al., 2011). However, the details of the climate history
are not yet well-understood.

Gullies have commonly been taken as evidence of conditions
favorable for melting and liquid runoff from either snow or ground
ice, placing a constraint on the climate at the time of gully formation
and rendering gullies high-priority targets for astrobiological inves-
tigations (e.g., Costard et al., 2002; Christensen, 2003; Mangold and
Costard, 2003; Balme et al., 2006; Bridges and Lackner, 2006;
Dickson et al., 2007; Dickson and Head, 2009; Schon et al., 2009;
Williams et al., 2009; Kneissl et al., 2010; Lanza et al., 2010; Levy
et al., 2010; Morgan et al., 2010; Schon and Head, 2011; Okubo
et al., 2011; Jouannic et al., 2012; Raack et al., 2012). Meltwater
amounts in gullies in the present climate are probably very small,
unlikely to cause the large mass movements observed in gullies,
and restricted to conditions of sudden heating (Hecht, 2002; Hecht
and Bridges, 2003). It is impossible to prove that substantial melting
did not occur in gullies in the past, but in light of the nature and rate
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of current activity, it is not necessary to invoke it. Furthermore, the
rate of current change is such that most morphologies dating from
the last high-obliquity period have probably been reworked.
Changes in Mars’ orbit have surely influenced the climate, but the
simplest explanation for gully formation is by continuation of cur-
rent processes, although the rates have likely varied in time and
space. Models for past climates that produce widespread melting
snow or ground ice are not needed to account for gullies. If CO2 frost
is the key volatile, the possibility that martian gully landforms were
habitats for life or that they preserve evidence for subsurface life is
reduced.

Although the evidence suggests that current processes are suf-
ficient to form gullies, melting and liquid runoff at high obliquity
could have occurred, and would have contributed to gully mor-
phology if they did occur. Moreover, RSL in the present climate
are often associated with small channels and could be the cause
of their formation. (The source of liquid water in present-day
RSL remains a puzzle; McEwen et al. (2011, 2014) considered
groundwater or deliquescence but did not draw strong conclu-
sions, and were unable to exclude some enigmatic dry process.)
We do not rule out a role for liquid water in gully formation;
however, the evidence from current activity indicates that most
or all martian ‘‘gully’’ morphologies can be produced in the pres-
ent climate with little or no liquid water, although RSL may con-
tribute to the formation of fine channels.

The occurrence of gully-like landforms on Vesta has been taken
as evidence for liquid water there (Scully et al., 2013, 2014). How-
ever, poorly developed gully-like features have also been observed
in equatorial regions on the Moon, where significant water is not
plausible (Bart, 2007; Kumar et al., 2013). These are best explained
by flow of impact melt (Bray et al., 2010; cf. Denevi et al., 2012) or
dry flow (Bart, 2007; Kumar et al., 2013). In light of these observa-
tions and the evidence on the origin of martian gullies discussed
above, the idea that Vestan gullies necessarily indicate liquid water
must be tested thoroughly.

5. Conclusions

Changes in classic alcove–channel–apron gully landforms are
common under present-day conditions on Mars. A substantial frac-
tion of gullies in the southern hemisphere are active today, and the
active locations show little distinguishable difference from others,
except that degraded-looking gullies show few changes and the
polar pit gullies are particularly active. These observations imply
that current processes are forming gullies in the southern hemi-
sphere and that similar activity could occur within most gullies
given a sufficiently long monitoring interval. Gullies in the northern
hemisphere are currently far less active than those in the south, pos-
sibly due to the seasonal asymmetry caused by the occurrence of
perihelion in late southern spring. The pace of activity is high enough
to form the current population of southern-hemisphere gullies on
timescales of Myrs, although it is likely that the rate has varied over
time.

All of these observations may be explained by a model in which
gullies form entirely by currently active processes, likely driven
primarily by CO2 frost. Recurring Slope Lineae (RSL) may contrib-
ute to the formation of fine channels, but in most cases they do
not appear connected to the larger martian landforms usually
referred to as gullies. This model is consistent not only with ongo-
ing changes but also with a host of previously reported morpholog-
ical constraints. Although it is impossible to rule out past liquid
water in gullies or even present-day liquid water in rare cases or
small volumes, we suggest that it does not need to be invoked as
the major explanation of gully formation. Models for geologically
recent martian climates do not need to produce widespread melt-
ing snow or ground ice.
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